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Patented Diamond Sphere Grinding Cups
These are the new-patented diamond grinding
cups. They are used in the grinding phase of
sphere making. These are made with inserts of
60 grit diamond silver soldered to the steel
tubing ring. They are drilled on the back to
accept the ABS plastic backs that use a ¾ inch
pipe thread to screw onto the sphere machine.
They come in 3 different sizes depending on
the size of sphere you want to grind. These
cups are a fast and clean way to make spheres
compared to the old way of slurry mix of
silicon carbide and water. You will be able to
grind 4 to 5 spheres in the time it used to do.
The cleanup is quick and easy as all you have
is grit from the stone being ground and not all
the grit that used to be left behind. In the long
run they are cheaper then silicon carbide, as
you don't have to the cost of the silicon
carbide. The unique parts of these are they are
completely rebuilt able. They can be sent back
to the factory and have new inserts soldered
onto the old ring and if you strip the threads on
the back they just unbolt with 3 10-32 bolts
and you are back running. They are produced
in 3 sizes and are packaged 3 to a set. If you
have a 2 headed machine you can order them
in sets of 2.

# GC80225 2 1/4 in. list price $350.00 set +
shipping
# GC80325 3 1/4 in. list price $400.00 set +
shipping

The 2 1/4" will do between 2 1/2 and 3 1/2
Sphere
The 3 1/4 will do between 3 1/2 and 4 1/2
Sphere
The 4" will do between 4 1/4 and 5 3/4 Sphere
# GC80275 2 3/4 in. list price $350.00 set +
shipping
# GC80004 4 in. list price $450.00 set +
shipping

Sanding and Polishing Cones
These cones are made of ABS plastic and have
a hook and loop fastening system. They have a
3/4-inch pipe threads in the back for fastening
them to the sphere machine. They can be
purchased separately or in a set. The set
includes 3 of the polishing cones and 8 sets of
the pads. The polishing pads are rein with
diamond grit of various grits. They come in 9
different grits. 50, 100, 200, 300, 500, 800,
1,000, 3,000 and10,000 grits. The 10,000 grit
will put a final; polis on most materials
including glass. The set does not have the 50
grit in them. They are used on material that is
to soft for the grinding cups so you can use the
50 grit to make them round instead. Both the
cones and the pads can be purchased 1 at a
time or in sets. They come in 3 sizes.
The 2 1/4" will do between 2 1/2 and 3 1/2
Sphere
The 3 1/4 will do between 3 1/2 and 4 1/2
Sphere
The 4" will do between 4 1/4 and 5 3/4 Sphere
These are ABS plastic cones, which have
Velcro, which attaches the diamond resin pads

ABS Plastic Cones

2 1/4 in. set of 3 cones =
$40.00 each + shipping

3 1/4 in. set of 3 cones =
$75.00 each + shipping

4 in. set of 3 cones = $90.00
each + shipping

# SP50003 2 1/4 in. pads set
of 3 per grit = $35.00 +
shipping

# SP50003 3 1/4 in. pads set
of 3 per grit = $35.00 +
shipping

# SP50003 4 in. pads set of 3
per grit = $35.00 + shipping

Diamond Resin Pads

Complete sets includes 3 cones and 8 sets polishing pads.

# PS80225 2 1/4 in. Complete # PS 80325 3 1/4 in.
set = $320.00 + shipping
Complete set = $355.00 +
shipping

# PS 80004 4 in. Complete
set = $370.00 + shipping

Diamond Core Dills
3mm / 1/8" - $4.00
ea. + s/h
7mm - $5.00 ea. +
s/h
13mm/ 1/2" - $6.00
ea. + s/h
25mm/ 1"- $10.00
ea. + s/h
42mm/ 1 3/4“ $18.00 ea. + s/h
77mm/ 3" - $30.00
ea. + s/h
128mm/ 5" - $50.00
ea. + s/h

4mm / 5/32"- $4.00
ea. + s/h
8mm - $5.00 ea. +
s/h
16mm/ 5/8"- $7.00
ea. + s/h
32mm/ 1 1/4" $12.00 ea. + s/h
50mm/ 2" - $20.00
ea. + s/h
89mm/ 3 1/2" $35.00 ea. + s/h

5mm / 3/16"- $4.00
ea. + s/h
9mm - $5.00 ea. +
s/h
19mm/ 3/4"- $8.00
ea. + s/h
35mm/ 1 3/8"$13.00 ea. + s/h
58mm/ 2 3/8" $22.00 ea. + s/h
105mm/ 4" - $40.00
ea. + s/h

6mm - $5.00 ea. +
s/h
10mm/ 25/64"- $5.00
ea. + s/h
22mm/ 7/8"- $9.00
ea. + s/h
38mm/ 1 1/2" $15.00 ea. + s/h
64mm/ 2 1/2" $25.00 ea. + s/h
110mm/ 4 5/16" $45.00 ea. + s/h

Diamond coated drill bits
These are quality drill bits and are used
by professional bead makers. They
come in 5 metric sizes and are great for
drilling beads, pendants and small
tumbled stones.

Drill Bits

1mm - Price: $2.00 each + shipping
2mm - Price: $2.00 each + shipping
3mm - Price: $2.00 each + shipping

1.5mm - Price: $2.00 each + shipping
2.5mm - Price: $2.00 each + shipping
Call about discounts off 100 or more.

50 Piece Diamond Burr Set
These are high quality and there are 50
different sizes and several shapes of
burrs in this set. These are for those
looking into getting started or the
professional carver who needs more
shapes to get into those hard to get
places. These have 1/8 in. shank and
come in a handy plastic box.

# DB1050 - Price: $25.00 each + shipping

30 Piece Diamond Burr Set

80 grit # DB1030-8 - Price:
$12.00 each + shipping

These are high quality pieces and have
several sizes and shapes in a handy
plastic box for easy storage. They have
1/8 in. shanks. They come in 3 different
grits 80, 240 and 600. Make your
carving a pleasure as all grits have one
of each shape for those hard to get
places. (Sets may very from photo).

240 grit # DB1030-24 Price: $12.00 each +
shipping

Just to show what can be made with the
core drill and a diamond drill bits.

600 grit # DB1030-60 Price: $12.00 each +
shipping

Bead drill adaptor
This adaptor will go over your coredrilled bead to give you a perfect hole in
the canter of the bead. You can turn it
over and drill from the backside and hit
the hole every time. Only in 4 sizes:
10mm, 13mm, 16mm and 19mm.
10mm # BD10010 $7.00 + shipping
13mm # BD10013 $7.00 + shipping
16mm # BD10016 $7.00 + shipping
19mm # BD10019 $7.00 + shipping
Custom sizes upon request / Special sizes request price quote

The Cab Vise

The Cab Vise is great for holding larger
rocks and cabs for drilling or carving.
The larger hole makes it easier for
drilling odd shapes. The vise is 1 1/2 X
3 in. and made of billet aluminum and
will open to hold about 53mm.
Cab Vise - Price: $24.00 each + shipping

The Bead Vise
The Bead Vise is great for holding the
smallest beads for drilling. It has a long
slot so the jaws will close tight. The vise
is 1 1/2 X 3 in. and made of billet
aluminum and will open to hold about
53mm.
Bead Vise - Price: $24.00 each + shipping

6-Inch Diamond Saw Blade
6-inch diamond saw blade great for all
types of stone, glass and tile. It has a
3/4-inch hole that can be bushed down
to whatever size you need. It comes in
two thicknesses: .070 and .098.
# SB2006-70 - 6-inch diamond saw blade
.070 thick list price $18.00 + shipping

# SB2006-98 - 6-inch diamond saw blade
.098 thick list price $18.00 + shipping

4-Inch Diamond Saw Blade
4-inch diamond saw blade great for all
types of stone, glass and tile. It has a
3/4-inch hole that can be bushed down
to whatever size you need. It is .078
thick.
# SB2004 - 4-inch diamond saw blade .078 thick list price $12.00 + shipping

Double Row Grinder
Double row grinding wheel comes in 4
in. or 5 in. and it has 5/8 in. coarse
thread for easy attachment to most 4 or
7inch angle head grinders. Diamond is
40/60 grit.

# GW40004 - 4 in. double row grinder list
price $70.00 + shipping

# GW50005 - 5 in. double row grinder list
price $85.00 + shipping

Double Row Grinder

Double row grinding wheel comes in 4
in. has straight though hole for use on
grinders with a nut to hold in place.

# GW4404 - 4 in. double row grinder list price $35.00 + shipping

1-inch Polishing Pad Set
1-inch diamond resin polish set. These
sets have 8 different grits from 100 to
10,000 just like the 4-inch kits with a
rubber backer and 1/8 inch mandrel.
They are great for the small jobs that
you don't want to use large equipment to
get the job done.
# PP10001 - 1-inch Polishing Pad Set list price $29.00 + shipping

Backer Pad
The backer pads are made of rubber and
have a Velcro front for holding the
polish pads they have a 5/8 inch
threaded hole and fit most 4 and 4 1/2
inch angle head air or electric grinders.
They come in 3 sizes.
# BP20003 - 3 in. Rubber
backer pad list price $12.00
+ shipping

# BP20004 - 4 in. Rubber
backer pad list price $15.00
+ shipping

# BP20005 - 5 in. Rubber
backer pad list price $18.00
+ shipping

Polish pad sets
These come with a rubber backer plate
and 9 polishing pads. The pads are made
with diamond in resin. They come in 50,
100, 200, 300, 500, 800, 1,000, 3,000
and 10,000 grit. They come in 3 sizes 3
in., 4 in. and 5 in.
# PP30003 - 3 in Set list
price $95.00 + shipping

# PP40004 - 4 in Set list
price $125.00 + shipping

# PP50005 - 5 in Set list
price $150.00 + shipping

Polishing Pad
The polish pads are made of a resin with
diamond in them with a Velcro back
they also come in 3, 4 and 5 inch sizes
and are in the following grits 50, 100,
200, 300, 500, 800, 1000, 3000, 10000
and a final pad of 15,000 grit
# PP10003 - 3 in per grit list
price $12.00 + shipping

# PP10004 - 4 in per grit list
price $15.00 + shipping

# PP10005 - 5 in per grit list
price $18.00 + shipping

Lap Adaptor
Lap adaptor for adapting 6 in. flat laps
to a drill press or other chuck or collet
type grinder that has a 1/4-inch capacity.
These are only designed for light work
and should not be used to replace a flat
lap machine.

# FL10010 - Lap adaptor list price $35.00 + shipping

Flat Lap
The flat laps are made of metal and have a
1/2 inch hole and are plated with graded
diamond. They come in 6 in. 8 in. and 12
in.
The 6 inch come in 60, 80, 180, 240, 320,
400, 600, 800, 1000, 1200, 1500 and 2500
grit sizes
The 8 inch come in 60, 80, 120, 180, 240,
320, 400, 600, 800, 1000, 1200 and 1500
grit sizes
The 12 inch come in 890, 120, 180, 240,
320, 400 and 600 grit sizes

# FL60066 - 6 in flat laps per # FL80088 - 8 in flat laps per # FL12012 - 12 in flat laps pe
grit list price $35.00 +
grit list price $45.00 +
grit list price $85.00 +
shipping
shipping
shipping

Concave Wheel
This is a 4-inch concave grinding wheel
it has a 7/8 in. hole and is 120 grit.
These are great for the carver or cabber
who wants to have an easy way to make
a radius.
# CC40004 - 4-inch concave grinding wheel list price $65.00 + shipping

Convex Wheel
4-inch convex wheel. It is just like the
one above except it has a 1/2 in.
outward radius. It is also great for carver
who wants an edge up on grinding
curves.

Convex Wheel

# CV50004 - 4-inch convex grinding wheel list price $65.00 + shipping

Grinding Wheel
The diamond grinding wheels come in 6
and 8, inch and are both 1 1/2 inches
wide. They have a metal outer rim and
the center is of plastic.

The 6-inch come in the following grits
60, 80, 120, 180, 240, 320, 600, 1200
and 3000.

GW60060 - 6 in - 60 grit list price $95.00 +
shipping
GW60080 - 6 in - 80 grit list price $95.00 +
shipping g
GW600120 - 6 in - 120 grit list price $95.00
+ shipping
GW600180 - 6 in - 180 grit list price $95.00
+ shipping
GW600240 - 6 in - 240 grit list price $95.00
+ shipping
GW600320 - 6 in - 320 grit list price $95.00
+ shipping
GW600600 - 6 in - 600 grit list price $95.00
+ shipping
GW6001200 - 6 in - 1200 grit list price
$95.00 + shipping
GW6003000 - 6 in - 3000 grit list price
$95.00 + shipping

The 8-inch are 40, 60, 80, 120, 180,
220, 280, 360 and 400
GW80040 - 8 in - 40 grit list price $125.00 +
shipping
GW80060 - 8 in - 60 grit list price $125.00 +
shipping
GW80080 - 8 in - 80 grit list price $125.00 +
shipping
GW800120 - 8 in - 120 grit list price $125.00
+ shipping
GW800180 - 8 in - 180 grit list price $125.00
+ shipping
GW800220 - 8 in - 220 grit list price $125.00
+ shipping
GW800280 - 8 in - 280 grit list price $125.00
+ shipping
GW800360 - 8 in - 360 grit list price $125.00
+ shipping
GW800400 - 8 in - 400 grit list price $125.00
+ shipping

Plastic Bushing
Plastic bushing for grinding wheels and
saw blades. They can be cut to any
length. The sizes are 1 1/4 - 1, 1 - 3/4,
3/4 -5/8, 5/8 - 1/2 and are 3/4 inch long.

BU - 1 1/4 - 1 Bushing list
price $4.00 + shipping
BU - 5/8 - 1/2 Bushing list
price $4.00 + shipping

BU - 1 - 3/4 Bushing list
price $4.00 + shipping
BU - 5/8 - 3/4 Bushing list
price $4.00 + shipping

BU - 3/4 -5/8 Bushing list
price $4.00 + shipping

Beveled Grinding Wheel
Beveled grinding wheel with 10mm
shank and is 2 in. in diameter. It comes
in 180 grit.

# BV20002 - Beveled grinding wheel list price $45.00 + shipping

95° Beveled Grinding Wheel
Beveled grinding wheel with a 95
degree bevel and a 10mm shank it is
about 2-inches in diameter curves.

# BV30001 - 95° Beveled grinding wheel list price $45.00 + shipping

120° Beveled Grinding Wheel
Beveled grinding wheel with a 120
degree bevel and a 10mm shank it is
about 2-inches in diameter. Like all
diamond grinders these and all others
must be used in water.
# BV30002 - 120° Beveled grinding wheel list price $45.00 + shipping

Diamond Paste
Diamond paste in a 5-gram syringe for
easy application. Comes in several grits.
15,000, 10,000, 5,000, 3,000, 1,500, 800
and 400.
DP10001 - 400 list
price $10.00 +
shipping
DP10001 - 5,000 list
price $10.00 +
shipping

DP10001 - 800 list
price $10.00 +
shipping
DP10001 - 10,000 list
price $10.00 +
shipping

DP10001 - 1,500 list
price $10.00 +
shipping
DP10001 - 15,000 list
price $10.00 +
shipping

DP10001 - 3,000 list
price $10.00 +
shipping

Slab Grabber
The slab grabber allows you to get the
last slab out of any butt cut or small
rock that you have or if you want to cut
a thick slab in half by just centering it
up and claming it in the fixture. It will
adjust to hold a rock that is up to 5
inches tall. It will pay for it self in just a
few cuts of your favorite rock.
# SG10020 Price $34.00 + shipping

Indexing Head
The index head is for cutting sphere
blanks from rock or glass. It fits in most
rock saw vises and will do a 5 in.
sphere. It has an index wheel with 12
equal holes in it for a perfect blank
when you finish. It will have 36 sides,
which will take 28 cuts from a saw.
After cutting it only takes a minor
amount of grinding to get the blank
ready to go in the grinding phase of
making the sphere.

# IH50055 Price $225.00 + shipping

Sphere Machine

List price is $1,500.00 for the machine and the polishing pads and grinders are
extra.
FOB Springfield, Oregon 97478

Motor adaptor
The Motor adaptor is designed for any
of the sphere grinding attachments with
3/4-inch pipe threads to attach to a
motor or arbor with a 1/2-inch shaft.

# MA10011 Price: $45.00 each + shipping

Plastic Flexible Spout
This plastic flexible spout is 12 inches
long and has a ball valve for easy
control of fluids. It has a magnetic base
that holds it firmly on any steel fat spot.
Its brass inlet makes it easy to adapt any
source of supply of liquids. It is
designed to use with water of oils.
# WS1001 - Price: $15.00 each + shipping

18" Lapidary Saw

Newly designed 18 in. diamond lapidary saw. The box is laser cut, tig welded and
powder coated for a beautiful finish that will last throughout the years. All parts are
cnc machined for a precision fit. It has a 1/2 HP motor. The feed is newly designed
and will give you years of trouble free service. The saw can be bought by itself or
with matching stand on 5 in. casters. It come complete with saw blade.
Price for saw alone is $2000.00 with stand $2250.00 FOB Springfield, Oregon 97478

Diamond Saw Blades
Diamond saw blades for cutting hard materials such as jaspers, agates and petrified
woods or soft material like tile or glass. They come in several sizes and have a 1
1/4 inch hole in them so measure your shaft and will supply the reducers to fit most
any size shaft.
# SB60008 8 in. Price: $35.00 each +
shipping
# SB60016 16 in. Price: $120.00 each +
shipping

# SB60010 10 in. Price: $45.00 each +
shipping
# SB60018 18 in. Price: $140.00 each +
shipping

# SB60012 12 in. Price: $60.00 each +
shipping
# SB60020 20 in. Price: $190.00 each +
shipping

# SB60014 14 in. Price: $80.00 each +
shipping
# SB60024 24 in. Price: $225.00 each +
shipping

Order Form
Item Number
# GC80225
# GC80275
# GC80325
# GC80004
ABS Plastic Cones
Item Number

Patented Diamond Sphere Grinding Cups
Size / Grit
How Many
Unit Price
2 1/4 in
2 3/4 in
3 1/4 in
4 in

$350.00 per set
$350.00 per set
$400.00 per set
$450.00 per set
Sanding and Polishing Cones

Size / Grit

How Many

2 1/4 in
3 1/4 in
4 in
Diamond Resin Pads
Item Number
Size / Grit
# SP50003
# SP50003
# SP50003

How Many

2 1/4 in
3 1/4 in
4 in

2 1/4 in
3 1/4 in
4 in

Unit Price

Total

$40.00 per set
$75.00 per set
$90.00 per set

Complete sets include 3 cones and 8 sets polishing pads.
Item Number
Size / Grit
How Many
# PS80225
# PS 80325
# PS 80004

Total

Unit Price

Total

$35.00 per grit
$35.00 per grit
$35.00 per grit
Unit Price
$320.00 per set
$355.00 per set
$370.00 per set

Total

Bead Making & Diamond Drills

Diamond Core Dills
Item Number
Size / Grit

How Many

3mm / 1/8"
4mm / 5/32"
5mm / 3/16"
6mm
7mm
8mm
9mm
10mm/ 25/64"
13mm/ 1/2"
16mm/ 5/8"19mm/ 3/4"22mm/ 7/8"
25mm/ 1"
32mm/ 1 1/4"
35mm/ 1 3/8"
38mm/ 1 1/2"
42mm/ 1 3/4“
50mm/ 2"
58mm/ 2 3/8"
64mm/ 2 1/2"
77mm/ 3"
89mm/ 3 1/2"
105mm/ 4"
110mm/ 4 5/16"
128mm/ 5"
Diamond coated drill bits
Item Number
Size / Grit
1mm
1.5mm
2mm
2.5mm
3mm

50 Piece

Total

$4.00 ea.
$4.00 ea.
$4.00 ea.
$5.00 ea.
$5.00 ea.
$5.00 ea.
$5.00 ea.
$5.00 ea.
$6.00 ea.
$7.00 ea.
$8.00 ea.
$9.00 ea.
$10.00 ea.
$12.00 ea.
$13.00 ea.
$15.00 ea.
$18.00 ea.
$20.00 ea.
$22.00 ea.
$25.00 ea.
$30.00 ea.
$35.00 ea.
$40.00 ea.
$45.00 ea.
$50.00 ea.
How Many

Unit Price

Total

$2.00 each
$2.00 each
$2.00 each
$2.00 each
$2.00 each
Call about discounts off 100 or more.

50 Piece Diamond Burr Set
Item Number
Size / Grit
# DB1050

Unit Price

How Many

Unit Price
$25.00 each

Total

30 Piece Diamond Burr Set
Item Number
Size / Grit
DB1030-8
DB1030-24
DB1030-60

80 grit
240 grit
600 grit

Bead drill adaptor
Item Number
# BD10005
# BD10005
# BD10005
# BD10005
Cab Vise
Item Number

How Many

Size / Grit

Unit Price

Total

$12.00 each
$12.00 each
$12.00 each
How Many

Unit Price

Total

10mm
$7.00 each
13mm
$7.00 each
16mm
$7.00 each
19mm
$7.00 each
Custom sizes upon request / Special sizes request price quote
Size / Grit

How Many

Unit Price

Total

$24.00 each
Bead Vise
Item Number

Size / Grit

How Many

Unit Price

Total

$24.00 each
6-Inch Diamond Saw Blade
Item Number
Size / Grit
# SB2006-70
# SB2006-98

4-inch
5-inch

Unit Price

Total

$18.00 each
$18.00 each
How Many

4-Inch .078

Double Row Grinder
Item Number
Size / Grit
# GW40004
# GW50005

How Many

6-inch .070
6-inch .098

4-Inch Diamond Saw Blade
Item Number
Size / Grit
# SB2004

Diamond Products

Unit Price

Total

$12.00 each
How Many

Unit Price
$70.00 each
$85.00 each

Total

Double Row Grinder
Item Number
Size / Grit
# GW4404

4-inch

1-inch Polishing Pad Set
Item Number
Size / Grit
# PP10001
Backer Pad
Item Number
# BP20003
# BP20004
# BP20005
Polish pad sets
Item Number
# PP30003
# PP40004
# PP50005
Polishing Pad
Item Number
# PP10003
# PP10004
# PP10005
Lap Adaptor
Item Number

How Many

How Many

How Many

How Many

How Many

# FL60066
# FL80088
# FL12012

Total

Unit Price

Total

Unit Price

Total

$12.00 per grit
$15.00 per grit
$18.00 per grit
How Many

# FL10010
Flat Lap
Item Number

Unit Price

$95.00 per set
$125.00 per set
$150.00 per set

3 in
4 in
5 in
Size / Grit

Total

$12.00 each
$15.00 each
$18.00 each

3 in
4 in
5 in
Size / Grit

Unit Price
$29.00 each

3 in
4 in
5 in
Size / Grit

Total

$35.00 each

1-inch
Size / Grit

Unit Price

Unit Price

Total

$35.00 each
Size / Grit
6 in
8 in
12 in

How Many

Unit Price
$35.00 per grit
$45.00 per grit
$85.00 per grit

Total

Concave Wheel
Item Number
# CC40004
Convex Wheel
Item Number
# CV50004

Size / Grit
4-inch
Size / Grit

GW60060
GW60080
GW600120
GW600180
GW600240
GW600320
GW600600
GW6001200
GW6003000

Size / Grit

Item Number

GW80040
GW80060
GW80080
GW800120
GW800180
GW800220
GW800280
GW800360
GW800400
Plastic Bushing
Item Number
BU
BU
BU
BU
BU

How Many

Size / Grit

How Many

1 1/4 - 1
1 - 3/4
3/4 -5/8
5/8 - 1/2
5/8 - 3/4

Unit Price

Total

Unit Price

Total

$95.00 each
$95.00 each
$95.00 each
$95.00 each
$95.00 each
$95.00 each
$95.00 each
$95.00 each
$95.00 each
How Many

8 in 40 grit
8 in 60 grit
8 in 80 grit
8 in 120 grit
8 in 180 grit
8 in 220 grit
8 in 280 grit
8 in 360 grit
8 in 400 grit
Size / Grit

Total

$65.00 each

6 in 60 grit
6 in 80 grit
6 in 120 grit
6 in 180 grit
6 in 240 grit
6 in 320 grit
6 in 600 grit
6 in 1200 grit
6 in 3000 grit

8-inch Grinding Wheel

Unit Price
$65.00 each

4-inch

6-inch Grinding Wheel
Item Number

How Many

Unit Price

Total

$125.00 each
$125.00 each
$125.00 each
$125.00 each
$125.00 each
$125.00 each
$125.00 each
$125.00 each
$125.00 each
How Many

Unit Price
$4.00 each
$4.00 each
$4.00 each
$4.00 each
$4.00 each

Total

Beveled Grinding Wheel
Item Number
Size / Grit

How Many

# BV20002
How Many

# BV30001
How Many

# BV30002

Slab Grabber
Item Number

Size / Grit

How Many

400 grit
800 grit
1,500 grit
3,000 grit
5,000 grit
10,000 grit
15,000 grit

Unit Price

Total

Unit Price

Total

$10.00 each
$10.00 each
$10.00 each
$10.00 each
$10.00 each
$10.00 each
$10.00 each

Slab Grabber & Sphere Indexing Head
Size / Grit

How Many

Unit Price

Total

$34.00 each
Size / Grit

How Many

# IH50055
Sphere Machine
Item Number

Total

$45.00 each

# SG10020
Indexing Head
Item Number

Unit Price
$45.00 each

120° Beveled Grinding Wheel
Item Number
Size / Grit

DP10001
DP10001
DP10001
DP10001
DP10001
DP10001
DP10001

Total

$45.00 each

95° Beveled Grinding Wheel
Item Number
Size / Grit

Diamond Paste
Item Number

Unit Price

Unit Price

Total

$225.00 each
Sphere and Marble Machines
Size / Grit

How Many

Unit Price
$1,500.00 each

Total

Motor adaptor
Item Number

Size / Grit

How Many

# MA10011

Unit Price

Total

$45.00 each

Marble Machine
Item Number

Size / Grit

How Many

# WS1001

Unit Price

Total

$15.00 each
Lapidary Saw & Saw Blades

18" Lapidary Saw
Item Number

Size / Grit

How Many

Unit Price

Total

$2250.00 each
Diamond Saw Blades
Item Number
Size / Grit
# SB60008
# SB60010
# SB60012
# SB60014
# SB60016
# SB60018
# SB60020
# SB60024

How Many

8 in
10 in
12 in
14 in
16 in
18 in
20 in
24 in

Unit Price

Total

$35.00 each
$45.00 each
$60.00 each
$80.00 each
$120.00 each
$140.00 each
$190.00 each
$225.00 each
SHIPPING/HANDLING

TOTAL AMOUNT

To place an order you can;
Buy directly off the web site @

www.sphereproducts.com

Email Order Form @

riel@comcast.net

Mail Order Form @

Rod Riel - P.O. Box 181 - Springfield, OR 97478

Call your Order in @

Ph: 541-726-1704

TELEPHONE NUMBER
NAME

DATE

MAILING ADDRESS
SHIPPING ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

ZIP

PLEASE INDICATE MANNER OF PAYMENT BELOW
CHECK

VISA

CARD #
EXPIRATION DATE
CARD HOLDER'S
SIGNATURE

MASTER CARD

DISCOVER

AMEX

Contact Us
We'd love to hear from you!
If you have any questions, concerns or comments, please let us know.

Thank You!
Sphere Products
Rod Riel
P.O. Box 181
Springfield, OR 97478
Ph: 541-735-7804
email: riel@comcast.net

